EVENT APPLICATION

INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED FOR ALTERNATIVE TYPES OF EVENTS

The following forms are to be completed for the following type of events or similar:

1. **Sporting Activities (Including but not exclusive to Rugby and Soccer matches and Athletic gatherings)**
   - Form 1 – Application form
   - Form 2 – Traffic Management Plan *(If at a Municipal venue, a TMP will be provided by the Municipality)*
   - Form 3 – Indemnity Form
   - Form 5 – Waste Management Plan *(If at a Municipal venue, it will be provided by the Municipality)*
   - Form 6 – Application for the erection of a temporary structure in terms of NBR: A23 *(Should a structure be required)*
   - Form 7 – Appointment of a competent person for temporary structures *(Where applicable)*

2. **Music festival, Cultural festivals or film/photography shoots in the Aboretum, Paarl Mountain or a Municipal Park or Amenity.**
   - Form 1 – Application form
   - Form 2 – Traffic Management Plan
   - Form 3 – Indemnity Form
   - Form 4 – Noise Exemption *(For events ongoing past 22h00)*
   - Form 5 – Waste Management Plan
   - Form 6 – Application for the erection of a temporary structure in terms of NBR: A23 *(Should a structure be required)*
   - Form 7 – Appointment of a competent person for temporary structures *(Where applicable)*

* Form 11 – Paarl mountain nature reserve: Special/Sporting events application form
* Form 12 - Paarl mountain nature reserve: Filming and Photography application form

* Depending on the nature of the event either Form 11 or Form 12 must be completed.
3. **Carnivals, Music festival, Cultural festivals and social gatherings**

Form 1 – Application form

Form 2 – Traffic Management Plan (*If at a Municipal venue, a TMP will be provided by the Municipality*)

Form 3 – Indemnity Form

Form 4 – Noise Exemption (*For events ongoing past 22h00*)

Form 5 – Waste Management Plan (*If at a Municipal venue, it will be provided by the Municipality*)

Form 6 – Application for the erection of a temporary structure in terms of NBR: A23 (*Should a structure be required*)

Form 7 – Appointment of a competent person for temporary structures (*Where applicable*)

Form 10 – Consent Form (*For events held on private property which does not have the required land use rights*)

4. **Pyrotechnic displays**

Form 1 – Application form

Form 3 – Indemnity Form

Form 4 – Noise Exemption (*For events ongoing past 22h00*)

Form 5 – Waste Management Plan

Form 9 – Application for public fireworks display

Form 10 – Consent Form (*For events held on private property which does not have the required land use rights*)

5. **“In kind” events**

Form 1 – Application form

Form 2 – Traffic Management Plan (*If at a Municipal venue, a TMP will be provided by the Municipality*)

Form 3 – Indemnity Form

Form 4 – Noise Exemption (*For events ongoing past 22h00*)

Form 5 – Waste Management Plan (*If at a Municipal venue, it will be provided by the Municipality*)

Form 6 – Application for the erection of a temporary structure in terms of NBR: A23 (*Should a structure be required*)

Form 7 – Appointment of a competent person for temporary structures (*Where applicable*)

Form 10 – Consent Form (*For events held on private property which does not have the required land use rights*)